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Abstract

Habitat loss from anthropogenic development has led to an unprecedented decline in global

biodiversity. Protected areas (PAs) exist to counteract this degradation of ecosystems. In

the European Union, the Natura 2000 (N2k) network is the basis for continent-wide conser-

vation efforts. N2k is the world’s largest coordinated network of protected areas. However,

threats to ecosystems do not stop at the borders of PAs. As measured by a landscape frag-

mentation metric, anthropogenic development can affect the interiors of PAs. To ensure the

long-term viability of the N2k network of PAs, this paper attempts to quantify the degree to

which N2k sites are insulated from development pressures. We use a comprehensive data-

set of effective mesh density (seff) to measure aggregate fragmentation inside and within a

5 km buffer surrounding N2k sites. Our results show a strong correlation (R2 = 0.78)

between fragmentation (seff) within and around N2k sites. This result applies to all bio-

geographical regions in Europe. Only a narrow majority (58.5%) of N2k sites are less frag-

mented than their surroundings. Remote and mountainous regions in northern Europe, the

Alps, parts of Spain, and parts of eastern Europe show the lowest levels of fragmentation.

These regions tend to hold the largest N2k sites as measured by area. In contrast, central

and western Europe show the highest fragmentation levels within and around N2k sites.

24.5% of all N2k sites are classified as highly to very-highly fragmented. N2k PA age since

initial protection does not correlate with the difference in exterior and interior fragmentation

of N2k PAs. These results indicate that PAs in Europe are not sheltered from anthropogenic

pressures leading to fragmentation. Hence, we argue that there is a high potential for

improving PA efficacy by taking pre-emptive action against encroaching anthropogenic frag-

mentation and by targeting scarce financial resources where fragmentation pressures can

be mitigated through enforced construction bans inside PAs.

Introduction

Habitat loss from anthropogenic development is the primary driver of species extinctions

worldwide, resulting in a rapid decline in global biodiversity [1–4]. As cities grow and trans-

portation infrastructure expands, ecosystems are degraded, biodiversity is lost, and critical
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ecological functions are impaired [5–7]. To some degree, landscapes are fragmented by natural

barriers. However, unlike most natural barriers, rapid growth of man-made infrastructure sub-

divides habitats into artificially small and isolated patches. This development has been illus-

trated in the first figure of the seminal book Theory of Island Biogeography [8], one of the

foundational texts of modern nature conservation and planning. Nevertheless, there is still a

deficit in the scientific understanding of the effects of fragmentation on biodiversity. Large

and unfragmented stretches of natural land are highly desirable for habitat conservation. This

should not diminish the importance of smaller, already fragmented habitats which are likewise

essential for biodiversity protection [9, 10]. Yet increasingly small and isolated habitat patches

are often ill-suited to achieve certain conservation goals, such as providing opportunities for

species movement as an adaptive strategy in response to climate change [11]. Therefore, to

counteract the adverse effects of rapid infrastructure development, protected areas (PAs) have

been designated to protect and conserve threatened species, habitats, and ecosystems [12–14].

In 1992 the European Union established a special protected area network, Natura 2000

(N2k), which covers 18% of the EU’s terrestrial and 9.5% of its marine area [15]. This PA net-

work includes Special Protection Areas (SPAs) (Birds Directive) and Special Areas of Conser-

vation (SACs) (Habitats Directive). Together, they are considered to be among the most

substantive international strategies for nature protection [16]. This network functions as a

vital tool for the EU that is supposed to ensure the long-term persistence of Europe’s most

threatened species and habitats [17].

The N2k network also meets Aichi Target 11, according to which every UN member nation

except the United States agreed to protect 17% of terrestrial surface area and 10% of coastal

and marine areas by 2020 (Target 11 of Aichi Biodiversity Targets) [18]. As part of the Euro-

pean strategy for green infrastructure, the N2k network further aims to improve connectivity

between protected areas [19]. Overall, the establishment of the N2k network has increased

both PA coverage and interconnectivity of PAs in the European Union [20]. To maximize spa-

tial coverage of protected areas, policy makers frequently establish PAs within remote and

mountainous regions where economic development pressures are typically less pronounced

[21]. However, this emphasis on spatial coverage does not in itself ensure habitat quality, regu-

lation enforcement, or overall effectiveness of PAs in biodiversity protection [21, 22]. Notably,

there currently exists no EU-wide regulation strictly preventing new infrastructure from being

built inside N2k PAs. Prevention of new infrastructure within N2k PAs is thus left to regula-

tion and enforcement at the local and national level [23].

Within the borders of PAs, ecosystems are threatened due to increasing human pressure

[20, 24]. The quality of PA surroundings has a strong influence on ecosystems within PAs [25–

27]. Genetic diversity, for example, is severely impacted when dispersal of species from PAs is

hampered by surrounding fragmentation [28, 29]. Conversely, healthy ecosystems in the vicin-

ity of a PA may reduce isolation and contribute to population size and species persistence

within the PA [28, 30, 31]. Research has shown that anthropogenic disturbances have steadily

increased within PAs in the last decades, and smaller PAs are especially at risk of losing their

effectiveness in conserving biodiversity in the face of ongoing infrastructure development [9,

32, 33].

To this day, the relationship between the quality of the surrounding matrix and the quality of

habitat within the boundaries of PAs is a neglected field of research. A few studies of tropical

ecosystems have shown that pressures stemming from the surrounding matrices of PAs are evi-

dent within PAs [24, 34]. It is still unclear to what extent these findings can be transferred to

extratropical regions. As the historical cradle of industrialization and transportation infrastruc-

ture, Europe has one of the world’s heaviest human footprints. High anthropogenic pressure

faces ecosystems across the continent [33–35]. The current dearth of broad-scale modelling
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approaches to analyse anthropogenic pressures in and around European PAs severely limits our

understanding of effective biodiversity conservation on a continental scale [36].

In this study, we investigate anthropogenic fragmentation inside and around N2k sites

across the EU. We define fragmentation as a landscape-scale process that includes (a) reduc-

tion in total habitat area, (b) increase in the number of habitat patches, and (c) decrease in

sizes of habitat patches. We do not consider the degree of patch isolation. Thus, we measure

habitat loss and fragmentation as a unified phenomenon rather than measuring fragmentation

per se [37]. This is an important distinction because habitat loss is known to be a primary

threat to biodiversity while the effects of landscape configuration, such as fragmentation per

se, are debated [10, 38–40]. The most common view among ecologists is that both habitat

amount and fragmentation per se result in negative consequences for biodiversity [7, 38, 41].

Fahrig [42] challenges this view by proposing the habitat amount hypothesis (HAH). The

HAH predicts that variation in species richness among sampling sites can be explained by the

amount of habitat in the local landscape around the sites, while the spatial configuration of

habitat (e.g., fragmentation per se) makes little difference. This interpretation of the HAH has

both defenders and critics [40–44]. In a review of 118 studies reporting significant ecological

responses to fragmentation per se, Fahrig [45] shows that 70% of ecological responses to frag-

mentation per se are non-significant. Among the 381 significant ecological responses, 76%

showed positive effects towards fragmentation per se, such as increased species abundance and

richness. However, this study has been challenged for reliance on a small sample size of species

and landscapes under study. Likewise, the study’s overall implications for conservation are

controversial because they potentially lead to a skewed concept of neutral or positive effects of

fragmentation per se on biodiversity [38, 44]. Unlike the contention surrounding the effects of

fragmentation per se, habitat loss and fragmentation as one unified phenomenon, as measured

in this study, is widely accepted as a major threat to biodiversity [41, 44].

Preliminary analysis by the EEA [46], investigating habitat loss and fragmentation as one

unified phenomenon, suggest that N2k sites are, in general, less fragmented relative to their

surroundings, and fragmentation varies among biogeographical regions. However, the EEA

did not publish any quantitative data in support of this conclusion. Thus, conservation strate-

gies based on these findings are missing critical information needed to address anthropogenic

pressures in and around PAs.

This study seeks to investigate the relationship between fragmentation around N2k sites

and fragmentation within N2k sites. We hypothesized that A) N2k sites are less fragmented

than their surroundings; B) the least fragmented sites are located in remote and mountainous

regions; and C) the degree of fragmentation within N2k sites correlates positively with the

degree of fragmentation in the sites’ surroundings for all biogeographical regions. Further, we

expected protected status to curb additional fragmentation within PAs while development

continues relatively unabated in surrounding areas. Therefore, we hypothesized that (D) the

difference between exterior and interior fragmentation of N2k sites has increased with time

since N2ksites first gained protected status, from here on referred to as “age“.

Methods

Study area

This study quantifies landscape fragmentation within and around the European N2k network,

the world’s largest coordinated network of PAs [15]. The N2k network spans 27 countries and

nine different biogeographical regions (Fig 1).

Our analysis covers a total of 15390 terrestrial PAs that range in size from 1 km2 to 5556

km2 (Table 1) and range between 2 and 37 years in age. The N2k network is a heterogenous
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Fig 1. The European N2k network across nine biogeographical regions. Dark green polygons represent terrestrial N2k sites

analysed in this study [47]. Map generated in ArcGIS 10.6.1 (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g001
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network of PAs that shows considerable differences in the distribution of PA numbers, sizes,

ages, and relative area-coverage among the biogeographical regions (Table 1).

Effective mesh size and effective mesh density

In this study, we measured fragmentation by calculating effective mesh density, a land-

scape-scale metric developed by Jaeger [48]. Effective mesh density represents the degree

of fragmentation in a landscape [48, 49]. Jaeger et al. [50] defined a series of ’fragmentation

geometries’ (FGs) which include different types of barriers. This study focuses on major

and medium anthropogenic constructions–such as roads, railways, and buildings. This

coincides with fragmentation geometry A2 (FG-A2) described in more detail by Jaeger

et al. [51].

To quantify fragmentation within a landscape, Jaeger [48] developed the landscape metric

effective mesh size (meff), which is based on the probability that two points chosen randomly

within a defined area will be connected (i.e., located in the same patch). This can be interpreted

as the probability that two animals can find each other inside the defined area without crossing

a barrier. Multiplying this probability by the total area of the area under study, it is converted

into the size of an area: the effective mesh size. Hence, meff can be interpreted as the expected

size of the area that is accessible for an individual animal from a randomly chosen point inside

the defined area without encountering a barrier [48, 52].

As the number of fragmentation barriers increases, the mesh size diminishes, and therefore

meff decreases in its value. If anthropogenic barriers cover a landscape entirely, meff has a

value of 0 km2. Originally, meff was calculated using the cutting-out (CUT) procedure. How-

ever, this method is affected by the boundary problem because the boundaries of the reporting

units, e.g., the borders of raster cells, are considered additional barriers. To overcome this limi-

tation, a new method called the "cross-boundary connections’’ (CBC) procedure attributes the

connections between two points located in different reporting units to both reporting units.

The CBC procedure is independent of the size and administrative boundaries of reporting

units [52]. In this study, we used the CBC procedure.

Table 1. The N2k network across biogeographical regions of the EU.

Biogeo-graphical

region

Number of N2k

PAs

Mean size of N2k PAs

(km2)

Min-max. size of N2k

PAs (km2)

Mean age of N2k PAs

(years)

Relative number of

N2k PAs

Relative area of N2k

PAs

Alpine 1243 144 1–5556 19 8.1% 22.5%

Atlantic 2350 36 1–3465 22 15.3% 10.8%

Black Sea 48 209 1–4344 14 0.3% 1.2%

Boreal 2777 20 1–3095 19 18.0% 7.1%

Continental 5665 38 1–2915 18 36.8% 26.9%

Macaronesian 130 29 1–404 25 0.8% 0.5%

Mediterranean 2539 87 1–2186 22 16.5% 27.6%

Pannonian 568 41 1–1102 15 3.7% 2.9%

Steppic 69 66 1–577 12 0.4% 0.6%

Total 15390 52 1–5556 20 100% 100%

The distribution of N2k PAs in terms of number, size, age, and relative coverage by number and area varies considerably among biogeographical regions. The Alpine

and the Black Sea regions host the largest N2k PAs by area, while the Continental region hosts the highest number of N2k PAs. “Age of N2k PAs”refers to the time since

PAs first gained protected status. “Relative number of N2k PAs”refers to the number of N2k PAs within a biogeographical region relative to the total number of N2k

PAs. “Relative area of N2k PAs”refers to the total area covered by N2k PAs within a biogeographical region relative to the total area covered by all N2k PAs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.t001
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Within a defined landscape–e.g., 1 km2 grid cell–it is possible to calculate effective mesh

density (seff), by taking the inverse of effective mesh size (meff) (Eq 1) [51].

seff ¼
1

meff
ð1Þ

The value of meff informs about the size of uninterrupted spaces and seff about the density of

these uninterrupted spaces. Translated into an ecological context, the phenomena measured

by effective mesh size and density impact the mobility of animals within a given range. Thus,

this concept directly addresses landscape fragmentation and makes it possible to quantify the

reduction in landscape connectivity [51].

Data collection

In this study, we used a raster dataset showing the state of fragmentation in 2012/2014 for the

European Union (Table 2). This dataset is based on 2012 Corine Land Cover (CLC) data and

2014 Teleatlas data and available on demand from the EEA [53]. Each raster cell has a resolu-

tion of 1 km2 and contains a value representing effective mesh size (meff) calculated via CBC

procedure [52]. The administrative units refer to the 2016 Nomenclature of Territorial Units

for Statistics (Nomenclature des unités territoriales statistiques, NUTS), which divides each EU

Member State into three hierarchical regions. The data set comprises all countries at a 1:1 mil-

lion scale. We used NUTS level 3 to investigate landscape fragmentation across the EU. Data

on N2k sites encompass the Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and the Special Protection

Areas (SPAs) of the European Union, including the UK. In addition, each N2k site has infor-

mation listed on its location within Europe’s biogeographical regions. To determine the age of

N2k PAs, we used information provided by the World Database of Protected Areas (WDPA)

(Table 2). From the WDPA database, only information from entries containing geographical

data and reporting a PA’s protection status as "designated" was used.

Spatial data processing with GIS

All spatial data were processed using ESRI ArcGIS 10.6.1 and QGIS 2.18.25 in ETRS 89 Lam-

bert Azimuthal Equal Area (LAEA) Projection. To calculate meff values for each N2k site, we

first filtered the N2k site dataset to ensure each N2k covers at least one cell center of the meff
raster dataset. To do so, we rasterized all N2k sites via cell center coverage using the 1-km2-res-

olution of the original meff dataset. This method entailed excluding N2k sites which did not

cover at least one raster cell center. These were particularly small and elongated N2k sites. We

also reduced our analysis to terrestrial PAs by excluding marine N2k sites. These exclusions

resulted in a dataset comprised of 15390 N2k sites of the original 27845 N2k sites (55.3%).

We created a buffer zone of 5 km around each of these N2k sites. We further applied the

same rasterization process to these buffer zones as to the N2k sites using cell center coverage

based on the 1-km2-resolution of the original meff dataset. This approach has the advantage

Table 2. Processed data. In this study, we used open-access data to derive information on fragmentation within and around Natura 2000 (N2k) PAs, N2k PA locations

within one of nine biogeographical regions, their locations within specific administrative units, and PA age.

Dataset Information Resolution Date Source Open access

Fragmentation Effective mesh size (meff) and density (seff) 1 km2 2012/2014 EEA [53] Yes, on demand

Administrative units NUT-3 regions Vector data 2016 ESTAT [54] Yes

Natura 2000 PA borders, PA size, biogeographical region Vector data 2018 EEA [47] Yes

WDPA PA age Vector data 2019 UNEP [55] Yes

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.t002
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that each cell of the meff dataset is assigned only once and never to both a N2k site and a buffer.

For fine-scale analyses focusing on the effects of PA surroundings on specific species, buffer

size is often determined by migration or dispersal distances or habitat size requirements of

those species [56]. However, as Holland et al. [57] have shown, the most appropriate spatial

scale to analyse species’ responses to environmental variables varies tremendously between

species even within the same family. As this is a landscape-focused study, the chosen buffer

size does not consider species-specific indicators and instead is homogenous for all N2k sites.

Still, it is nearly impossible to determine a uniform buffer size best suited to analyse anthropo-

genic fragmentation around a PA relative to its interior. The most appropriate buffering dis-

tance varies according to location and the conservation focus of each PA. In this study, we

consider a 5 km buffer around each N2k site following previous studies investigating landscape

factors such as surrounding agriculture [58] and surrounding land cover changes [59]. As in

those studies, our focus is on surrounding areas close to N2k sites, rather than comparing

them against distant areas which presumably have a less immediate influence on ecosystems

inside PAs.

To calculate effective mesh size (meff) and effective mesh density (seff) for each N2k site

individually, we first summed up the meff values of all grid cells (1-n), the cell centers of which

fell within the N2k site. Since meff is area-proportionately additive [52], we calculated an indi-

vidual meff value for each N2k site by dividing the sum of meff values within the N2k site by n,

the total number of cells within the N2k site (Eq 2).

meff ¼

Xn

i¼1
meffi

n
ð2Þ

Taking the inverse of the new site-specific meff value resulted in one site specific seff value (Eq

1). seff values represent the number of meshes per km2. In order to follow EEA standards, we

report final seff values in meshes per 1000 km2 [51]. We used the same steps as described

above for determining seff values for the 5 km buffer zone around each N2k site.

We further calculated the median seff value of N2k sites and of their surroundings for each

NUTS-3 region. Obtaining the median fragmentation value per NUTS-3 region allowed us to

present the data on a broader spatial scale compared to presenting the data for each N2k PA

individually (S1 Fig). This presentation also allowed for better visual comparison of regions

within the EU relative to the presentation of raw data. The median instead of the mean was

used to lessen the impact of outliers. It is important to consider that one large fragmented N2k

site has the same influence on the median of the NUTS-3 region as a small N2k site. For more

detailed information on individual N2k sites, we published our raw data (https://doi.org/10.

6084/m9.figshare.13513902) and added S1 Fig to the supporting information. To minimize

information loss, statistical analysis was performed exclusively on raw data instead of using

medians.

Many of the N2k sites were already protected prior to the establishment of the N2k network

in 1992. We used each site’s age since first designation as a PA. To determine the age of N2k

sites, data on protected areas from the World Database of Protected Areas (WDPA) [55] were

intersected with N2k data. N2k sites commonly overlap with other protected areas, such as

national parks or biosphere reserves. In case a single N2k site overlapped with several pro-

tected areas, the earliest date of designated protection was used to calculate the age of the N2k

site. Of our total 15390 N2k sites, we identified the age for 15335 N2k sites (99.6%).
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed in R v. 3.6.2 [60]. We assigned each N2k site and each 5 km

buffer zone to one of five fragmentation categories following previous EEA reports [46]

(Table 3). This categorization was used primarily for the visualization of the data.

We conducted linear regressions using the lm function to examine the relationship between

fragmentation of N2k sites and their surroundings. The effective mesh density of the sur-

roundings of N2k sites (seffsurrounding) served as the predictor variable and the effective mesh

density within the N2k sites (seffwithin) as the response variable. The data were log (x+1) trans-

formed to meet normality requirements. We also created nine individual linear regression

models relating seffsurrounding and seffwithin to the nine biogeographical regions covered by N2k

sites. To analyse the relationship between the area of N2k sites and fragmentation within N2k

sites, we conducted linear regressions using N2k site area as the predictor and seffwithin as the

response variable.

To test for correlation between site age and the difference of fragmentation within and

around N2k sites, we first calculated the difference between mesh density inside a N2k site

(seffwithin) and outside a N2k site (seffsurrounding) by subtracting seffwithin from seffsurrounding for

each N2k site separately (Eq 3).

seffdiff ¼ seffsurrounding � seffwithin ð3Þ

We then conducted linear regression using age as predictor and seffdiff as response variable.

For all linear regressions, the assumptions of linear regressions were verified by using diagnos-

tic plots (plot(linear model)) showing linearity, homoscedasticity, and no substantial influence

of extreme values.

Results

Fragmentation within and around N2k sites

Based on absolute seff values, 58.5% of all N2k sites are less fragmented than their surround-

ings, 0.9% are equally fragmented, and 40.6% are more fragmented than their surroundings.

When categorized according to EEA standards (Table 3), N2k sites exhibit all levels of frag-

mentation from very low to very high (S1 Fig). Most N2k sites and their surroundings show a

medium level of fragmentation, and only a few N2k sites and their surroundings show very

low or very high levels of fragmentation (Fig 2). Surroundings of N2k sites are mostly within

the same fragmentation category as N2k sites themselves (Fig 2).

Table 3. Categories of effective mesh density (seff). In contrast to the EEA [46], the fragmentation categories

"anthropogenic" and "very high" were combined into one category “very high” due to the relatively small number of

N2k sites within the anthropogenic category.

Effective mesh density (number of meshes per 1000 km2) Fragmentation Category

� 1.5 Very low

> 1.5–10 Low

> 10–50 Medium

> 50–250 High

> 250 Very high

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.t003
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Fragmentation patterns of N2k sites across the EU

All five fragmentation categories are represented when taking the median for seffwithin (Fig 3A)

and seffsurrounding (Fig 3B) for each NUTS-3 region. Fragmentation inside and outside N2k sites

is highest in central Europe, especially in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ger-

many, and the Czech Republic (Fig 3A and 3B). N2k sites and their surroundings showing

very low levels of fragmentation are predominantly located in remote and/or mountainous

regions of the EU, such as large parts of Sweden, Finland, Romania, the border between Bul-

garia and Greece, the French, Italian and Austrian Alps, and the French and Spanish Pyrenees

(Fig 3A and 3B). For most NUTS-3 regions, the category of interior fragmentation does not

differ from the category of fragmentation for N2k sites’ surroundings. Some NUTS-3 regions

in France, Italy, and along the coast in Portugal show lower fragmentation categories inside

N2k sites (Fig 3A) compared to N2k surroundings (Fig 3B).

According to the absolute difference between seffsurrounding and seffwithin (Eq 3), 58.5% of N2k

sites are less fragmented than their surroundings and those sites are distributed throughout the

EU (Fig 4A). Similarly, N2k sites which are more fragmented than their surroundings (40.6%)

are also represented throughout the EU (Fig 4B). N2k sites for which seffwithin and seffsurrounding
are exactly equal are rare (0.9%) and mainly located in northern Europe, the Alps, and parts of

Fig 2. Number of N2k sites and their surroundings per fragmentation category. Fragmentation categories are based

on EEA standards for effective mesh density (Table 3). Decimal numbers represent the relative amount of N2k sites

which fall in one of the five fragmentation categories. The total number of N2k sites analyzed was 15390 (55.3% of N2k

sites).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g002
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Romania (Fig 4C). N2k sites that exhibit no or only marginal fragmentation inside their bound-

aries as well as in their immediate surroundings (seffwithin and seffsurrounding� 0.9 meshes per

1000 km2) (6.9%) are almost exclusively found in remote and mountainous regions of the EU

(Fig 4D). This includes large parts of Sweden, Finland, parts of Romania, the French, Italian

and Austrian Alps, the French and Spanish Pyrenees, and parts of the Scottish Highlands.

Size and area coverage of fragmented N2k sites

The sizes of the N2k sites analysed in this study vary greatly between the smallest (1 km2) and

largest site (5556 km2). The majority (90.1%) of all N2k sites cover an area between 1 km2 (5%

quantile) and 243 km2 (95% quantile). Large N2k sites are mainly located in remote and

mountainous regions of the EU (Fig 5). N2k sites larger than 1500 km2 are found predomi-

nately north of the polar circle in Sweden and Finland, in eastern Europe in parts of Poland,

Romania and the Balkans, as well as in southern Spain (Fig 5). N2k area and fragmentation

within N2k sites (seffwithin) are negatively correlated (R2 = 0.09, p < 0.001).

Fig 3. Fragmentation within N2k sites (seffwithin) (A) and in their surroundings (seffsurrounding) (B) for NUTS-3 regions. The value for each NUTS-3 region was obtained by

calculating the median of seffwithin (A) and the median of seffsurrounding (B) of N2k sites for each NUTS-3 region. The area-wide coloration on the map reflects only the

degree of fragmentation within (A) or in the surroundings of (B) N2k sites rather than the area-wide fragmentation throughout the NUTS-3 regions. Map generated in

ArcGIS 10.6.1 (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g003
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We also compared the number of N2k sites to the cumulative area covered by N2k sites for

the different fragmentation categories (Fig 6). N2k sites of low and very low fragmentation are

few in number (37.9%) but they cover over 66.3% of the total area within the N2k network ana-

lyzed in this study (Fig 6). In contrast, N2k sites that show fragmentation levels in the catego-

ries medium, high, and very high, amount to 62.1% of the total number of N2k sites analyzed

but cover only 33.7% of the cumulative area of N2k sites analyzed in this study.

Interior and exterior fragmentation of N2k sites for the biogeographical

regions of the EU

Linear regression was used to predict interior fragmentation of N2k sites (seffwithin) based on the

fragmentation of their surroundings (seffsurrounding). The results show a strongly significant rela-

tionship between seffsurrounding and seffwithin (seffwithin = 0.9 seffsurrounding + 0.3, p< 0.001, R2 =

0.78) (Fig 7). We also analysed the relationship between seffwithin and seffsurrounding for each bio-

geographical region separately using linear regressions. Our results demonstrate that seffwithin
significantly increases with increasing seffsurrounding for all nine biogeographical regions (Fig 7).

seffsurrounding explains 67% or more of the variance observed in seffwithin for all biogeographical

regions, except for the Black Sea (R2 = 0.62), Macaronesian (R2 = 0.32) and Pannonian (R2 =

0.46) regions, which are also characterized by relatively small sample sizes (Fig 7). For all nine

biogeographical regions, except for the Black Sea, Boreal, and Steppic region, the regression slope

is slightly below 1, i.e., an increase by 1 mesh per 1000 km2 in seffsurrounding results in an increase

of slightly less than 1 mesh per 1000 km2 in seffwithin. For the Black Sea, Boreal, and Steppic

regions, the regression slope is slightly above 1. This means that an increase in seffsurrounding by 1

mesh per 1000 km2 results in an increase of slightly more than 1 mesh per 1000 km2 in seffwithin
(Fig 7).

Difference in interior and exterior fragmentation of N2k sites in relation to

site age

N2k sites analysed in this study differed in age between 2 and 37 years. Young N2k sites are

predominantly located in eastern European member states, especially Croatia, which joined

the EU in recent years. In contrast, the oldest N2k sites are predominantly located in Spain,

France, Italy, Greece, Denmark, and the Netherlands (Fig 8).

There is no significant correlation between N2k age and the absolute difference in effective

mesh density (seffdiff) within and around N2k sites (R2< 0.001, p = 0.58). In other words, N2k

sites are not significantly less fragmented compared to their surroundings the longer their pro-

tected status has been in place. This result contradicts our original hypothesis.

Discussion

Despite their protected status, our results show that N2k sites are very fragmented. Moreover,

fragmentation within N2k sites strongly correlates with the fragmentation of their surround-

ings. This correlation applies to all nine biogeographical regions in the EU. Remote and moun-

tainous regions show the lowest levels of fragmentation within and around N2k sites. These

Fig 4. Fragmentation difference between N2k sites and their surroundings. Each point represents the centroid of a N2k site: When calculating

seffdiff = seffsurrounding—seffwithin, 58.5% of N2k sites are less fragmented than their surroundings (seffdiff> 0 meshes per 1000 km2) (A); 40.6% of N2k

sites are more fragmented than their surroundings (seffdiff< 0 meshes per 1000 km2) (B); 0.9% of N2k sites are equally fragmented as their

surroundings (seffdiff = 0 meshes per 1000 km2) (C); and independent from seffdiff, no or only marginal fragmentation within and in the surrounding

of N2k sites (seffwithin and seffsurrounding� 0.9 meshes per 1000 km2) exists for 6.9% of N2k sites (D). Map generated in ArcGIS 10.6.1 (http://www.

esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g004
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remote and mountainous regions also tend to hold the largest N2k sites by area. Further, N2k

PA age does not correlate with the difference in exterior and interior fragmentation of N2k

PAs. Our results suggest that there is high potential for improving PA efficacy by taking pre-

emptive action against encroaching anthropogenic fragmentation and by targeting scarce

financial resources in nature conservation where fragmentation pressures can be mitigated fea-

sibly through enforced construction bans inside PAs.

Limitations to analysing fragmentation of N2k sites

While N2k sites form a network of PAs designated for nature conservation and biodiversity pres-

ervation, each site’s conservation value is largely based on land use history. These local histories

Fig 5. Size of N2k sites and fragmentation within N2k sites (seffwithin). The value for each NUTS-3 region was obtained by

calculating the median of seffwithin of N2k sites for each NUTS-3 region. The area-wide coloration on the map reflects only the

degree of fragmentation within N2k sites rather than the area-wide fragmentation throughout the NUTS-3 regions. Large N2k

sites are predominantly located in remote and mountainous regions, which tend to exhibit low fragmentation. Map generated

in ArcGIS 10.6.1 (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g005

Fig 6. Number and area coverage of N2k sites per fragmentation category. Bars in light grey represent absolute

numbers of N2k sites analyzed in this study. Bars in dark grey represent absolute area coverage in 1000 km2 of N2k

sites analyzed in this study. Black decimal numbers represent the relative amount of sites for each of the five

fragmentation categories. White decimal numbers represent the relative amount of area covered by N2k sites for each

of the five fragmentation categories. The total number of N2k sites analyzed was 15390 (55.3% of N2k sites). The total

area covered by N2k sites analyzed was 796637 km2 (79.5% of the total area covered by N2k sites). Fragmentation

categories are based on EEA standards for effective mesh density (Table 3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g006
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Fig 7. Correlation between effective mesh density (seff) within and around N2k sites for the nine biogeographical regions of the EU. seffwithin
significantly correlates with seffsurrounding for all nine biogeographical regions. For each biogeographical region, the R2 value, the number of sites (n),

and the linear regression formula with x = seffsurrounding are provided.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g007
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Fig 8. Age of N2k sites. Recently protected PAs within the N2k network are predominantly located in eastern European member states which

joined the EU since 2004 (Status 2017) [55]. Map generated in ArcGIS 10.6.1 (http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258615.g008
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can include long periods of anthropogenic changes as in areas formerly exploited for agricultural

production or resource extraction. The biota that have established and evolved within these cul-

tural landscapes are no less crucial for biodiversity compared to those that have evolved within

landscapes which have experienced little or no anthropogenic change [16, 59]. Linear structures

such as historic roads or canals are intrinsic features of many N2k sites that host high numbers of

species adapted to these unique habitats [61]. Therefore, it is to be expected that some degree of

fragmentation exists within much of the N2k network. However, these land use histories do not

account for the high degree of fragmentation we found within N2k sites. Economic development

is the main driver of European landscape fragmentation [51], and our results suggest that N2k

sites are not sufficiently sheltered from contemporary fragmentation pressures.

While our data show that the vast majority of N2k sites (93.1%) are fragmented to some

degree, limitations in our study design led to the exclusion of a large number of sites from our

analysis. We used pre-processed data on the effective mesh size (meff) and effective mesh den-

sity (seff), with a resolution of 1 km2. However, it was necessary to apply a filter to ensure that

each N2k site analysed covers at least one 1 km2 raster cell-center containing information on

meff and seff. This led to the exclusion of several small or elongated N2k sites. Despite their

requisite exclusion, these small N2k sites are an important component of the N2k network.

They can be vital habitats for confined or for small-range species, or they may contribute to

landscape complementation and overall habitat diversity [9, 45]. Further, small N2k sites are

unevenly distributed across Europe [62] and might therefore play an outsized role in nature

conservation for some countries relative to others. The range and distribution of differently-

sized PAs within the N2k network is a result of political considerations, societal criteria, and

the regional patterns of high conservation value habitats [63–65]. There is no single standard

criterion that was applied in the designation of N2k sites across Europe [65]. As a consequence,

the regional and biogeographical specifics in PA size, naturalness, as well as in fragmentation,

are simultaneously constraints and inherent qualities of the N2k network. With additional

research quantifying the degree of fragmentation for small N2k sites—by, for example, calcu-

lating meff and seff directly using OpenStreetMap (OSM) data [66],—we could gain a compre-

hensive understanding of fragmentation pressures posed to the N2k network as a whole and

better design anti-fragmentation management plans at the national level.

Anthropogenic fragmentation inside N2k sites

Previous studies have demonstrated the N2k network’s low effectiveness in protecting certain tar-

get species [67–69]. Our study is the first to quantify fragmentation differences between the inte-

rior of N2k sites and their surroundings, and our results suggest that failure to account for

fragmentation in and around N2k sites may contribute to these sites’ subpar effectiveness. Frag-

mentation within N2k sites strongly correlates with the fragmentation of their surroundings (R2

= 0.78). Indeed, only a narrow majority of N2k sites are less fragmented than their surroundings.

We hypothesized the difference between exterior and interior fragmentation of N2k PAs to

be bigger the longer protected status has been in place, reflecting effective PA management

even if anthropogenic fragmentation in PA surroundings continues unabated. However, con-

trary to our original hypothesis, no correlation between PA age and the difference of fragmen-

tation outside and inside the PA (seffdiff) was found. It is possible that too little time has passed

since PAs within the N2k network gained PA status for protection to have had a measurable

effect in mitigating fragmentation pressures. The oldest PAs tested are no more than 37 years

old and many N2k sites have only recently acquired protected status. This is especially true for

N2k sites located in eastern European member states such as Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Esto-

nia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia, which have been
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members of the EU only since 2004 [70]. It will be interesting to see if and how differences

between fragmentation of PAs and their matrix do or do not change over time. In general,

eastern European countries have lower population densities, have experienced delayed eco-

nomic development, and have sparser road networks compared to central or western Europe.

However, transportation infrastructure and urbanization have developed quickly in these

countries since their accession to the EU [35]. This rapid development is likely to result in con-

flicts with conservation objectives in the future [16]. Therefore, we recommend a continuous

monitoring of fragmentation within and around N2k PAs.

With a well-enforced nature conservation strategy, it should be possible to shelter existing

N2k sites from encroaching anthropogenic fragmentation. Spatial concepts and priorities need

to be developed in due course. This does apply not only to eastern Europe but to the entire EU.

Our study provides information on the location of N2k sites most threatened from fragmenta-

tion. These results can be combined with projections of future economic development and

projections of PA climate sensitivity to develop criteria for priority areas where conservation

resources can be most efficaciously applied. This can provide a roadmap for N2k planners to

ensure the continued viability of the crucial ecosystems located within the current N2k net-

work. To shelter N2k sites from the deleterious effects of habitat loss and fragmentation, we

suggest, based on our results: a) inscribing a ban of additional development inside N2k sites

into law; b) putting additional resources into enforcing bans on constructions inside N2k sites;

and c) where possible, removing extant fragmenting infrastructure.

Distribution of low-fragmented N2k sites and implications for future

conservation strategies

Our data show that large N2k sites of low fragmentation tend to be located where topography

limits human infrastructure development. One reason for this phenomenon might be that

establishing PAs in sparsely populated, mountainous, and far-northern landscapes is often eas-

ier and cheaper than in alternative locations. There is typically less pressure to use this land for

agriculture or urban expansion. Low fragmentation is mainly found in remote regions, such as

the Black Sea, Steppic, Macaronesian, Pannonian, or Boreal regions, as well as in mountainous

regions such as the Alpine region. In fact, many N2k sites in mountainous regions have

escaped anthropogenic fragmentation altogether, within and around N2k sites, highlighting

the effect of topographical constraints.

At the country level, Sweden, Finland, and Romania manifest low or very low levels of frag-

mentation. However, in contrast to Sweden and Finland, Romania is in the process of expanding

its road and rail infrastructure which will increase fragmentation in the future [51]. Some of this

infrastructure may cut through existing PAs and will likely increase habitat fragmentation and

species population decline, threatening–among others—the survival of several large mammal pop-

ulations protected under the Habitats Directive such as bears, wolves, and lynx [51, 71]. Given the

importance of Romania’s ecosystems for European biodiversity, Romania’s relatively untouched

N2k sites need careful monitoring and active management to protect them from future fragmen-

tation. One existing legal framework for this effort is the Carpathian Convention (2003), which

explicitly addresses regulations on traffic and development [35]. We argue that similar legal con-

cepts addressing anthropogenic fragmentation should be incorporated into N2k management in

order to strengthen its long-term viability for continent-wide biodiversity conservation.

Target 11 of Aichi Biodiversity Targets, which aims to protect 17% of terrestrial area in

each signatory country, results in a common and politically expedient conservation strategy of

protecting those areas in which political and economic development pressures are weakest

[21]. Protecting areas in marginal lands (also referred to as "rock and ice" [21]) to avoid
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competition with other economic and societal interests is a popular and politically viable way

for countries to achieve their 17% target. This strategy is based on political expediency rather

than science-backed conservation goals such as minimizing biodiversity loss. Given the essen-

tial contribution of smaller and often more fragmented PAs to biodiversity [9], this "rock and

ice" strategy is dangerously inadequate as a conservation policy without including scientific

findings on effective biodiversity preservation. However, our research suggests that strict

enforcement of anti-fragmentation policies, such as those outlined above, can have immense

benefits in those large, remote, and mountainous PAs that are already protected. These bene-

fits derive from the fact that non-arable and sparsely populated areas, such as far northern or

mountainous landscapes, are not well-suited to anthropogenic land use today, but economic

and development interests of these areas may expand as a result of climate change. Therefore,

today’s politically expedient solution of conserving large sections of remote, low-fragmented

areas can, if strictly maintained and enforced, help prevent fragmentation pressures from

undercutting conservation efforts in the future. By focusing on enforcement of construction

bans inside PAs as an inexpensive and comparatively uncontroversial strategy, conservation-

ists can take this opportunity to guard PAs against future anthropogenic pressure.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Fragmentation within N2k sites (A) and in their surroundings (B). We calculated seff-
within (A) and seffsurrounding (B) for each N2k site. The coloration of N2k sites represents one of

five fragmentation categories (Table 3). Map generated in ArcGIS 10.6.1 (http://www.esri.

com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop).
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